
Instructions 

Chronology Relay - British Kings and Queens 

To put English and British 
kings and queens into 
chronological order. 
To learn facts about English 
and British kings and queens. 

• Kings and Queens Cards
• Kings and Queens Facts Cards
• Hoops
• Answer sheet

• Explain to children that these are some of
the kings and queens of England or of
Britain.

• In this game, they must collect each of a set
of 10 kings and queens and then put them
into the order in which they reigned.

• For each king or queen there is a name card
and a fact card (a fact about the
king/queen).

• Children are in teams of around 6. Print

off a full set of Kings and Queens Cards and
Fact Cards for each team.

• Teams are in lines at one end of the playing
area.

• There is a hoop behind each team and a
second hoop at the opposite end of the
playing area.

• A full set of 20 cards (10 king and queen
cards and 10 fact cards) are placed face-
down in the hoop that is opposite each
team.

• The teacher gives a signal. The first child in each
team runs from their team’s base and collects a
card from their team’s hoop at the other end of the
playing area.

• They must pick their card at random – they cannot
look at the card before collecting it.

• They then run back with their card to their base
and place it in their team’s hoop.

• When the team has collected their set of cards,
they must work together to put the king / queen
cards into chronological order, with a fact card for
each one.

• The first team to have collected each of the king
and queen cards and fact cards and put them into
correct chronological order is the winner.

Other information 

• Children could find out which century/centuries these kings and queens reigned in.

• They could research one of the facts about one of the kings/queens e.g. Why did Victoria have the
title of Empress of India?

• Children should know that not every English and British King or queen is included in this activity –
just some of the notable ones.

Objective Equipment 

Preparation 




